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starting in call of duty: modern warfare 2, the m249 saw's stock bipod has been replaced with a new
bipod called the grip. this bipod, when attached to a gun, will allow the player to hold the gun with
two hands, and will not count towards the maximum bipod count. this makes the bipod usable for
more situations than before, such as when the player is crawling or being shot at. the stock bipod
can still be used when the player has a grip attached, and the stock bipod counts towards the bipod
limit. on july 21, 2009, infinity ward's community manager robert bowling revealed through twitter
that a call of duty: modern warfare 2 controller was in the works, but initially withheld the name of
the manufacturer. [6] it was revealed on august 11, 2009 that peripherals manufacturer mad catz
was contracted by activision to create a line of call of duty: modern warfare 2 controllers and
accessories for all platforms that the game will be released on. at the climax of the pursuit, shepherd
boards a pave low, only for price to disable it by shooting the helicopter's rotor, causing a crash
landing. price and soap tumble over a waterfall in the process. after recovering from the fall, a dazed
soap gets up and approaches the crashed pave low with only his knife. he sees shepherd and moves
in for the kill. shepherd counters by slamming soap onto a destroyed car and stabs him in the chest,
causing him to temporarily blackout. shepherd then explains his motivations as to why he betrayed
task force 141, stating that he lost 30,000 men in the blink of an eye, and as soap wakes up again,
shepherd proceeds to empty his.44 magnum, loading two bullets in it - supposedly one for soap and
the other for price. however, just before shepherd shoots soap, price tackles shepherd and the two
engage each other in a brutal fist fight. while price manages to hold his own, shepherd ultimately
gets the upper hand, but the heavily wounded soap is able to pull the knife from his chest and throw
it into shepherd's left eye, killing him.
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the black box is a new item, similar to the dog tags in call of duty: world at war. black boxes are
usually retrieved from dead operators or enemies, which the player then can equip. there are 10 in

total. there are two new items in call of duty: modern warfare 2, the nuclear boomerang and the
nuclear ladle. there are also five new weapons, the long ranger, the interceptor, the chaff launcher,
the hyper-v launcher and the nuclear boomerang. the new black box rewards are the following: the
nuke, the hyper-v launcher and the long ranger. the new black box is a general weapon box, and
does not require specific attachments for the weapons to be used. starting in call of duty: modern

warfare 2, weapon attachments are now used as field upgrades, allowing players to customize their
weapons. there are 14 attachments, and any weapon can have up to 3 attachments at a time. for
example, a player can have a knife, flashlight, and scope on their knife, a thermal scope and acog
scope on their assault rifle, and a grip with a grenade launcher on their smg. as mentioned earlier,

the bling attachment will give your weapon a visual upgrade. when a player is fired upon by a
weapon that has bling, the enemy will be given a blingy hue and an "n" or "bling" icon will be

displayed, depending on the type of bling. players can still switch between weapons while using a
bling upgrade, although the effect will wear off eventually. a new field upgrade, called the trophy

system, has been added in call of duty: modern warfare 2. when the player shoots at an enemy that
has the trophy system equipped, the enemy will instead take a fragmentation grenade as a frag

grenade, and throw it at the player. the attachment will intercept the frag grenade, neutralizing it
before it can damage the player. unlike previous field upgrades, which only worked for frag
grenades, the trophy system can neutralize any grenade thrown by an enemy. 5ec8ef588b
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